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Abstract: Deniable authentication protocols enable a sender to authenticate a message to a receiver such that the receiver is 

unable to prove the identity of the sender to a third party. In contrast to interactive schemes, non-interactive deniable 

authentication schemes improve communication efficiency. Currently, several non-interactive deniable authentication schemes 

have been proposed with provable security in the random oracle model. In this paper, we study the problem of constructing 

non-interactive deniable authentication scheme secure in the standard model without bilinear groups. An efficient non-interactive 

deniable authentication scheme is presented by combining the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol with authenticated 

encryption schemes. We prove the security of our scheme by sequences of games and show that the computational cost of our 

construction can be dramatically reduced by applying pre-computation technique. 
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1. Introduction 

One of the main fields of interest in cryptography is the 

design and analysis of authentication schemes. Deniable 

authentication schemes enable a sender to authenticate a 

message to a receiver such that the specified receiver is 

unable to prove to a third party that the message is 

authenticated by the sender. Vaudenay [1] also study the 

deniability problem in the RFID setting to protect prover’s 

privacy against a verifier such that a prover can deny that it is 

authenticated by a verifier. 

The concept of deniable authentication was initially 

developed by Dwork et al. [2] based on concurrent 

zero-knowledge proof. But their scheme required a timing 

constraint on the network and the proof of knowledge was 

rather time-consuming. Another deniable authentication 

protocol was developed independently by Aumann and Rabin 

[3] under the factoring assumption. Later, Deng [4] proposed 

two deniable authentication schemes based on the factoring 

problem and the discrete logarithm problem respectively. Fan 

[5] proposed a simple deniable authentication protocol based 

on the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol. But the 

schemes [4, 5] did not provide formal analysis and were 

broken or improved in [6, 7]. Raimondo et al. [8] considered 

new approaches for deniable authentication while providing 

guaranteed provable-security. They [8] extended the ideas 

from authenticated key exchange protocols [9] to the setting 

of deniable authentication protocols. Li et al. [10] designed 

an identity-based deniable authentication with fast batch 

verification, which makes their scheme suitable for ad hoc 

network applications. Though they proved security of the 

proposed scheme in the random oracle model, key escrow 

problems are inherent part of identity-based schemes. Jiang 

[11] presented a timing encryption scheme that can be used 

as a building block to construct a deniable key exchange 

protocol. 

Some of the above-mentioned deniable authentication 

protocols are interactive protocols. To reduce the 

communication cost, several non-interactive deniable 

authentication schemes have been proposed [12, 13, 14, 15]. 

Nevertheless, these non-interactive schemes did not present a 

rigorous security model to specify adversary’s capabilities 

and goal. So they can only provide a weak security guarantee. 
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For example, an improved scheme was proposed in [16] to 

correct a security flaw in [14]. Later, Arshad et al. [17] 

further analyzed the weakness of the schemes [14, 16]. Tian 

et al. [18] also demonstrated a Byzantine attack to the 

scheme [7] and presented methods to solve this issue. 

Later, Wang et al. [19] presented a formal model for 

deniable authentication based on the security model for 

traditional authentication schemes [20]. They also designed a 

non-interactive deniable authentication scheme based on 

designated verifier proofs [21] and proved their scheme to be 

secure under the DDH assumption. Recently, Youn et al. [22] 

presented a more efficient non-interactive deniable 

authentication scheme based on trapdoor commitment, which 

is proved to be secure under the security model in [19]. 

However, [19, 22] proved security in the random oracle 

model. In cryptography, the random oracle model is a useful 

tool to prove the security of cryptographic schemes. However, 

such kind of security proof relies on the existence of random 

functions (that is, cryptographic hash functions replaced by 

elaborately designed random oracles). There are examples of 

schemes which are secure in the random oracle model but are 

vulnerable to attacks when the random oracle is replaced by 

cryptographic hash functions [23, 24]. So it is desirable to 

design cryptographic schemes in the standard model, in 

which the adversary is only limited by the amount of time 

and computational power available. 

Susilo et al. [25] provided generic constructions for 

non-interactive deniable ring authentication via ring signature 

and chameleon hash function. Strictly speaking, a 2-user ring 

signature schemes is sufficient for their construction to yield 

a deniable authentication scheme. However, the existing 

2-user ring signature schemes in the standard model are built 

upon bilinear groups such that they are rather costly to be 

implemented. For instance, the 2-user ring signature schemes 

mentioned in [26] and the scheme in [27] require at least 3 

pairing operations for verification. As pairing operations 

require more computational cost than exponentiation 

operations, it is natural to ask whether we can obtain a more 

efficient deniable authentication scheme such that the 

underlying primitives can be instantiated without relying on 

random oracle as well as bilinear groups. In addition, the use 

of chameleon hash function in their construction may induce 

additional computational and communication cost. 

The goal of this paper is to design efficient non-interactive 

deniable authentication schemes in the standard model 

without bilinear groups. At first, we provide a generic 

construction for deniable authentication such that the 

deniability is based on the Diffie-Hellman key exchange 

protocol. Subsequently, we prove that our construction is 

secure against impersonation attack the security model in [19] 

in the standard model by sequences of games. To prove the 

unforgeability of our construction, we make use of the notion 

of integrity of plaintexts from authenticated symmetric 

encryption. Finally we compare the efficiency with other 

non-interactive deniable authentication schemes with 

provable-security in the random oracle model. The result 

shows that the performance of our construction is comparable 

to those non-interactive schemes in terms of the 

computational cost. 

2. Preliminaries 

We denote by k a security parameter. If A is a randomized 

algorithm, then 
1 2

( , , ; )y A x x r⋯←  means that Ahas input

1 2
, ,x x ⋯  and random coins r , and the output of A is 

assigned to y . The notation 
R

x S←  means “the element x

is chosen with uniform probability from the set S ”. 

2.1. DDH Assumption 

Let G ={ }
k k

G  be a family of groups where 
k

G  has prime 

order 
1

2 2
k k

kq
− < < . Given random generators 

1 2
,g g  of 

k
G , consider the following distributions: 

k
DH = 1 2 1 2{( , , , ) | }

k

r r

R qg g g g r Z←  

kRand = 1 2 1 2{( , , , )}
r r

g g g g For an adversary A , its 

distinguishing advantage is defined as follows: 

, k

DDH

A GAdv = | Pr [ ( ) 1] Pr [ ( ) 1] |
R k R kDH Rand

A A
τ τ

τ τ← ←= − = , 

where τ  is of the form 1 2 1 2( , , , )g g u u . 

DDH assumption holds over G = { }k kG  if for all PPT 

(probabilistic polynomial-time) adversary A , , k

DDH

A GAdv  is 

negligible. 

2.2. Key Derivation Function 

A key derivation function KDF  is defined as follows: 

: {0,1}
k

KDF Dom→  

For an adversary A , its distinguishing advantage is: 

1

1
{0,1}

= | Pr [ ( ( )) 1] Pr [ ( ) 1] |
k

R R

KDF

A
x Dom k

Adv A KDF x A k
← ←

= − =  

KDF is a secure if for all PPT adversary A , KDF

A
Adv is 

negligible. 

2.3. Integrity of Plaintexts 

Let ( , )SE E D=  be a symmetric encryption scheme. A 

game ( )
PTXT

SEExp k  [28] between an adversary A  and a game 

challenger S  is defined as follows: 

1) S  picks an encryption key {0,1}
k

Rek←  and a set 

EQ  which is initialized to empty; 

2) An encryption query 
i

M  issued by the adversary A  is 

handled as follows: 

S  computes ( )
i ek i

C E M←  and sets 
i

EQ EQ M∪← . 

Then 
i

C  is returned to A ; 

3) Finally A  outputs a ciphertext *
C . 

Let 
* *

( )ekM D C= . If *M ≠⊥  and 
*

M EQ∉ , then A  

wins the game. 
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The advantage 
PTXT

AAdv  of the adversary A  in this game 

is defined to be the probability that A  wins the game. A 

symmetric encryption scheme provides integrity of plaintexts 

(INT-PTXT secure) if for all PPT adversary A , the advantage 
PTXT

AAdv  is negligible. Bellare [9] demonstrated that the 

property of integrity of plaintexts can be achieved by applying 

the Encrypt-and-MAC composition transformation to a 

symmetric encryption scheme and a MAC scheme. 

2.4. One-Time Secure Signature 

A signature scheme consists of the following algorithms: 

1) Gen (Key generation): takes as input the security 

parameter k  and outputs a public key pk  and a matching 

secret key sk . 

2) Sign (Signing): takes the secret key sk  and a message 

M  as input and outputs a signature by computing 

( , )Sign sk Mσ← . 

3) Vrfy (Verification): takes as input a public key pk , a 

message M  and a signature σ . outputs 1 if ( , , )Vrfy pk Mσ  

is valid and 0 otherwise. 

Then we consider the following game 1 ( )CMA

sigExp k  

between an adversary A  and a challenger S : 

1) S  runs (1 )
k

Gen  to obtain the key pair pk , sk . 

2) A  is given pk  and is allowed to issue a signature 

query M  only once. Then S  returns ( , )Sign sk Mσ←  to 

A . 

3) A outputs 
* *

( , )M σ . 

A  wins the game if 
* * *

( , ) 1Vrfy M M Mσ = ∧ ≠ . 

A signature scheme is existentially unforgeable under a 

one-time chosen message attack if for all PPT adversary A , 

the success probability 
1CMA

AAdv  is negligible. 

2.5. Groth’s One-Time Secure Signature 

Given a group G  of order q  with generator g  and a 

hash function *:{0,1} qH Z→ , we now describe a one-time 

signature scheme from Groth [29] whose security is proved in 

the standard model. 

1) Key generation: Picks *, qx y Z∈  and sets 
x

f g=  and 

y
h g= . Then picks , qr s Z∈  and sets 

r s
c f h= . The public 

key is ( , , )pk f h c=  and the secret key is ( , , , )sk x y r s= . 

2) Sign: To sign a message 
*

{0,1}M ∈ , picks 
R

t← qZ . 

The signature is ( , ( ( ) ( )) / )t x r t y s H m yσ = − + ⋅ − . 

3) Verification: To verify the signature ( , )t wσ = , checks 

that 
( )H m t w

c g f h= . 

3. Deniable Authentication 

3.1. Syntax of Deniable Authentication 

A non-interactive deniable authentication scheme consists 

of the following algorithms [19]: 

1) Setup: Given a security parameter k , generates common 

system parameters cps. 

2) KeyGen: Given cps, generates a public key pk  and a 

matching secret key sk . 

3) P: Given a message M , the prover runs P( , , )
V P

pk sk M  

to generate an authenticator Auth , where 
V

pk  is the public 

key of the verifier, 
P

sk  is the secret key of the prover. Then 

the prover sends ||M Auth  to the verifier. The conversation 

transcript C  is defined to be ||M Auth . 

4) V: Given the transcript C , the verifier runs 

( || , , )
V P

V M Auth sk pk  to output a decision bit {0,1}d ∈ . 

1d =  means that the verifier accepts. 

5) Sim: Given the prover’s public key 
P

pk  and the 

verifier’s secret key 
V

sk , the simulation algorithm Sim  

generates a simulated authenticator 

( , , )Auth Sim pkp skv M← . 

Correctness: For all cps Setup(1 )
k← , ( , )pk sk ←

KeyGen(cps) , we require perfect consistency, meaning that: 

[ ]Pr 1: ( || , , ) 1V Pd d V M Auth sk pk = ← =   

where ( , , )V PAuth P pk sk M← . 

3.2. Security Model for Deniable Authentication Schemes 

a). Unforgeability 

Let NDI = (Setup,P,V,Sim)  be a non-interactive deniable 

authentication scheme. Consider the following game 
imp

NDI,AExp ( )k  between an adversary A  and a challenger S

[19]: 

Stage 1: S  runs cps Setup(1 )
k← , and KeyGen(cps)  to 

obtain the prover and verifier key pairs ( , )P Ppk sk , 

( , )V Vpk sk  respectively. An empty set Res  is also created, 

which is used to store Conv  queries issued by the adversary. 

Then A  is provided with the public keys ( , )P Vpk pk . 

Stage 2: S  answers each Conv  query issued by A : 

Given a message M  chosen by A , S  sets the state of the 

prover algorithm to PSt = ( , )V Ppk sk . Then S  provides A  

with ( , )PAuth P St M←  and sets Res Res { }M∪← . 

Output: Eventually, A  outputs ASt , which represents 

knowledge gained by A  during stage 2. If the following 

conditions hold, the output of the game is set to 1 to indicate 

that A  wins the game and 0 otherwise: 

1) 
* *

( , ) ( )AM Auth A St← ; 

2)
* * *

( , , , )V Pd V M Auth sk pk← ; 

3) 
* *

R s1 ed M ∉∧= . 

where 
* *

( , )M Auth  denotes the final output of the adversary 

A . 

The advantage of A  in this game is defined as 
imp

NDI,AAdv ( )k = imp

NDI,APr[Exp ( ) 1]k = . NDI  is secure against 
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impersonation attack if imp

NDI,AAdv ( )k  is negligible. 

b). Deniability 

Consider the following game Den

NDI,DExp ( )k  between a 

distinguisher D  and a game challenger S  [19]. 

Stage 1: S  runs cps Setup(1 )
k← , and KeyGen(cps)  to 

obtain the prover and verifier key pairs ( , )
P P

pk sk , 

( , )
V V

pk sk  respectively. Two empty set Res and Res  are 

created. Then D  is provided with the public keys 

( , )
P V

pk pk . 

Stage 2: The distinguisher D  makes the following 

queries: 

1) Conv  queries: Given a message M  chosen by D , S  

sets the state of the prover algorithm to 
P

St = ( , )
V P

pk sk . 

Then S  provides D  with ( , )
P

Auth P St M←  and sets 

Res Res { }M∪← . 

2) Conv  queries: Given a message M  chosen by D , S  

sets the input of the simulation algorithm Sim  to St =

( , )
P V

pk sk . Then S  provides D  with 

( , )PAuth Sim St M←  and sets Res Res { }M∪← . 

Challenge: Once D  decides that Stage 2 is over, D  

picks a message *M  such that *M  has not been submitted 

as one of the Conv  queries or Conv  queries. Then S  

picks a random bit b {0,1}∈ . If b = 0 , S  generates a real 

transcript C  and returns it to D . Otherwise, S  generates a 

simulated transcript C  and returns it to D . 

Guess: Finally, D  outputs a bit /
b . If /

b b= , the output 

of the game is set to 1 to indicate that D  wins the game and 0 

otherwise. 

The advantage of D  in this game is defined as 
Den

NDI,DAdv ( )k = Den

NDI,DPr[Exp ( ) 1]k = . NDI  is deniable if 

Den

NDI,DAdv ( )k  is negligible for every PPT distinguisher D . 

4. Our Scheme 

Our scheme consists of the following algorithms: 

1) Setup: Let G  be a multiplicative cyclic group generated 

by g  with prime order q , 
1

2 2
k k

q
− < < , where k  is a 

security parameter. Then choose a key derivation function 

: {0,1}
k

KDF G→ , a symmetric encryption scheme 

( , )SE E D=  and a one-time secure signature scheme 

( , , )Gen Sign Vrfy . 

2) KeyGen: Picks U R qx Z← . The public key 
U

pk  of a 

user U  is Uxg  and the secret key is 
U

x . 

3) P: Given a message M  and the public key Vxg  of a 

verifier VU , the prover PU  proceeds as follows: 

( )V Px x
vk g= , ( )dk KDF vk= , 

/ /
( , ) (1 )

k
pk sk Gen← , 

/
( )dke E pk= , 

/
( , )t Sign sk M= , where ,

P V
x x  denotes 

the secret keys of the prover PU  and the verifier VU  

respectively. 

Finally, the prover PU  sends the authenticator 

( , )Auth e t=  and the message M  to the verifier VU . 

4) V: Having received the authenticator ( , )Auth e t=  and 

the message M , the verifier VU  proceeds as follows: 

( ) VP xx
vk g= , ( )dk KDF vk= , 

/
( )dkpk D e←  

If pk =⊥  or / ( , ) 1
pk

Vrfy M t ≠ , then output 0 . 

Otherwise output 1  to accept the signature. The correctness 

of our scheme is obvious. 

5) Sim: Given the public key Px
g  of the prover, it is 

obvious that the verifier is able to simulate the identically 

distributed authenticators by computing the trapdoor 

( ) VP xx
g . 

5. Security Analysis 

Theorem 1: Assume that (1) DDH assumption hold over 

group G  with prime order q ; (2) KDF  is a secure key 

derivation function; (3) ( , )SE E D=  is a INT-PTXT secure 

symmetric encryption scheme; (4) ( , , )Gen Sign Vrfy  is a 

signature scheme secure under one-time chosen message 

attack. Then our non-interactive deniable authentication 

scheme is unforgeable. 

Proof: Game 0 is exactly the game imp

NDI,AExp ( )k  used to 

define unforgeability of non-interactive deniable 

authentication schemes. Then we prove theorem 1 by using a 

sequence of games. We define iX  to be the event that A  

wins in Game i . We only list some useful lemmas below in 

this conference version. 

Lemma 1: There exists an efficient adversary 
1

A  such that 

10 1 ,| Pr[ ] Pr[ ] | ( )DDH

A GX X Adv k− ≤         (1) 

Lemma 2: There exists an efficient adversary 2A  such that 

21 2| Pr[ ] Pr[ ] | ( )KDF

AX X Adv k− ≤         (2) 

Lemma 3: There exists an efficient adversary 3A  such that 

2

1
Pr[ | Reuse]X

Q
⋅ ≤

3

1 ( )CMA

AAdv k       (3) 

Lemma 4: There exists an efficient adversary 4A  such that 

2Pr[ | Reuse]X ≤
4

( )PTXT

AAdv k         (4) 

By combining the above results, we have: 
imp

NDI,AAdv ( )k ≤
1 2, ( ) ( ) ( )DDH KDF

A G AAdv k Adv k kα+ +  where 

3 4

1( ) max( ( ), ( ))CMA PTXT

A Ak Q Adv k Adv kα = ⋅ . 

By assumption, the right-hand side of the above equation is 

negligible, which finishes the proof. 
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6. Performance Analysis 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our 

construction and other related non-interactive deniable 

authentication schemes with provable security [19, 22] in 

terms of the computational cost. The result is stated in Table 1. 

Exp denotes an exponentiation operation, which is the most 

time-consuming operation used in these schemes. For ease of 

comparison, we use the signature scheme in [29] which is 

one-time secure in the standard model to instantiate our 

construction. Note that the computational cost of a prover in 

our scheme should take the key generation of one-time 

signature scheme into consideration. 

Table 1. Performance comparison. 

Scheme Prover’s computational cost Verifier’s computational cost Setup assumptions 
Wang et al’s Scheme [25] 3.5Exp 4.5Exp The random oracle model 

Youn et al’s Scheme [1] 2Exp 2.5Exp The random oracle model 

The proposed Scheme 
4.5Exp 

2.5Exp The standard model 
1Exp by pre-computation 

 
In the table, the computational cost of a multi-exponentiation 

(that is, computing 
a b c

g h l ) is assumed to be at most 1.5 

exponentiations [30]. Although the scheme [22] is more efficient 

than others, the efficiency of our construction can be further 

reduced when the key pair of one-time signature scheme can be 

pre-computed and stored such that only one exponentiation is 

needed to compute the shared secret ( ) VP xx
vk g= . Such 

pre-computation technique does not apply to the schemes in [19, 

22]. Moreover, our scheme is proven to be secure in the standard 

model which provides stronger security guarantee than the 

random oracle model. 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, we provide a generic construction for deniable 

authentication schemes that can be instantiated without 

bilinear groups. Deniability of our scheme is achieved by the 

property of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol. In the 

following, we prove our scheme to be unforgeable in the 

standard model by sequences of games. In the process of proof, 

we make use of the notion of integrity of plaintexts with 

regard to symmetric encryption. Finally we show that the 

computational cost of our construction can be dramatically 

reduced by applying pre-computation technique such that the 

performance of our construction is comparable to the most 

efficient non-interactive deniable authentication scheme [22] 

whose security is based on the random oracle model. 
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